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Introduction

There’s too much data, too many reports, too many systems, and too much complexity. At the end of the day, it adds up to a vote of no confidence—in the systems, in the reports, in the data, and ultimately, in the decisions.

In survey after survey, CFOs and other business leaders agree: the finance organization is key to better decision-making and to the future success of the business. But they also agree that current capabilities of most finance groups fall short of what’s needed to take on the challenges of a digital economy.

Savvy business leaders understand the wealth of benefits that a modern enterprise performance management (EPM) system represents, but may need help starting or navigating the journey.

To facilitate your transformation to a modern EPM solution, this guide shares some of the best practices and lessons learned from working with thousands of customers who have already made the journey—and are already reaping the benefits.

The Association of International Certified Professional Accountants (AICPA) surveyed nearly 500 senior finance executives in organizations across the USA and Canada and found that 89% of businesses embracing an agile finance approach are more likely to report positive revenue growth, and 95% are more likely to report increasing profitability.

Learn more

Agile finance leaders are:

- More likely to report positive revenue growth (89%)
- More likely to report increasing profitability (95%)

More likely to report positive revenue growth
More likely to report increasing profitability
What Successful CFOs Know That You Should Know Too

What is agile finance? It means that to survive and thrive, businesses must become increasingly agile—starting with the functions of their finance organizations. Corporate leaders—specifically, corporate finance leaders—have a critical role in transforming the business so that it can succeed in a digital economy.

A 2017 study by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (commissioned by Oracle) found that finance leaders who practiced agile finance displayed certain attributes—attributes not shared by other financial leaders.

For example, the study showed that agile finance leaders were far more likely to have:

➤ Fully implemented cloud-based EPM (51% vs 17%)

➤ Set up centers for financial planning and analysis (FP&A), the area of expertise that’s most important for modern finance (81% vs 56%)

➤ Identified and analyzed opportunities for revenue growth (48% vs 18%)

Read the entire report ➔
“Having an integrated system between ERP and EPM, and having it in the cloud, means that the gap between what’s facts—what’s here and now—and how we project that, is almost down to zero.”

Dave Hagan, CEO, Boingo Wireless
Modern EPM: The Key to Your Business Transformation

As the demand for better insight and more accurate information explodes, finance groups are facing the uncomfortable reality that legacy, on-premises systems simply can’t keep up.

What’s needed is a cloud-based enterprise performance management (EPM) system that gives finance groups the flexibility, advanced analytics, and robust reporting that can help lead the business forward.

What Does EPM Bring to the Party?

The key to surviving disruption is flexibility.

Whether from external forces (such as new regulations or global weather events) or because of internal realities (one product skyrockets to success while another flops), an organization that responds quickly can stay ahead of the curve and the competition.

Helping business understand when, how, and where to adjust to disruptions is what a modern EPM solution does best.

A survey of CFOs found that companies whose finance organizations have mastered their core financial duties—specifically in the area of creating business insight—have been 70 percent more successful than their peers, as measured by corporate profits and revenue.¹

A Complementary Pair

When paired with enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems, modern EPM helps your organization manage around planned—and unplanned—changes in your business environment.

A modern EPM system links strategies to plans and execution. It monitors financial and operational results against goals, and applies analytics to help decision-makers understand key trends and drive higher performance across the enterprise.

“By integrating financial processes with Oracle Enterprise Resource Planning and Oracle Enterprise Performance Management Cloud, we gained live data for approximately 100,000 fleet contracts, closed month-end reporting 50 percent faster, and cut our planning cycle time.”

Heath Valkenburg, Deputy CFO, Custom Fleet
Top Signs It’s Time for Modern EPM

Research confirms that when finance organizations leverage the capabilities of a robust EPM system, they outperform businesses that are stuck with inflexible, highly customized, on-premises legacy systems. But how do you know if it’s time for your business to modernize?

“We were mostly a brute force planning and budgeting organization. I would describe it mostly as spreadsheet gymnastics. We used tools like Outlook and Excel and Access, and we would do everything manually.”

Robert Hughes, Director, Enterprise Applications, Arby’s Restaurant Group
You Too?

Is your organization dealing with these same challenges? See how many of these sound familiar, and then check below to see what your score is telling you.

1. **Spreadsheet overload**
   Too many versions of too many templates mean too many spreadsheets. Which also means that you don’t have a “real” system—no checks and balances, no audit trails, and no workflow processes. What do you have? Broken links, bad formulas, and a lack of consistency among stakeholders and between versions.

2. **Patchwork reporting processes**
   Too often reporting “solutions” are actually a piecemeal collection of legacy applications from a variety of vendors. Reports created by these solutions are usually difficult to produce and only partly integrated, and data from different departments doesn’t always align. Worse case? Inaccurate data and reports that don’t tell you what you need to know.

3. **Too little, too late reporting**
   You need complete, timely reports for business insight and better decisions, and you need more of them to satisfy various compliance standards. But that kind of report takes a long time to generate, and when you finally finish all the acrobatics needed to consolidate information and produce the report, the data is …dated.

4. **Analysts without insight**
   The good news is that you’ve hired the right people who can add value by bringing insight to the finance process. The bad news? Getting them the data and the tools they need to do their magic is—at best—difficult and time consuming.

5. **Rigid systems in changing environments**
   Your organization could benefit from adopting cross-industry best practices and involving more stakeholders in finance and budgeting processes, but updating the current system is painful (is it even possible?) and expensive. And even then, you don’t have the new data you need.

How does your organization score?

0-1
You understand the value of flexibility when it comes to EPM. A modern, cloud-based system could take your finance function to the next level and give you an edge over your competition.

2-3
You’re probably not making the best use of your resources or getting everything you need from your reports. A modern, cloud-based EPM system would help your finance group be more productive and would provide better insight for decision-makers.

4-5
Chances are your organization is spending too much time fighting fires and playing catch-up. A modern cloud-based EPM system could be your first step in getting the systems and flexibility you need to manage disruptions and keep your teams focused on the road ahead.
A Perfect Storm of Corporate Reporting

Increases in the number of compliance standards means a growing demand for more reports. Companies are scrambling to find ways to satisfy the various reporting requirements—sometimes using more than 20 different reporting systems.

In “Are You Prepared for Corporate Reporting’s Perfect Storm?” global consultant EY surveyed 1,000 CFOs and heads of reporting to understand what challenges they face in today’s corporate environment.

The study identified challenges in three broad categories—backed up by rather startling statistics that will get the attention of anyone involved in the increasingly complex task of producing corporate reports:

- **More reports.** The demand for reports has increased throughout the enterprise. Some 71 percent of those surveyed have seen an increase in the total number of reports required by their business, and 63 percent report an overall increase in the number of reporting standards.

- **Growing compliance requirements.** Increased complexity in reports and reporting systems goes hand-in-hand with a growing number of reporting standards. Of the companies surveyed, 48 percent must comply with more than 10 reporting standards, and 33 percent have more than 16 standards with which they must comply.

- **Multiple reporting systems.** Along with the increases in the complexity and number of reports comes an increase in the number of reporting systems used to create the reports. Of those companies surveyed, 32 percent used 16 or more systems for reporting—half of those (16 percent) actually used 20 or more reporting systems.

**Read the entire report →**
Next Generation EPM: The Capabilities of the Right Solution

As your finance organization moves toward more forward-looking strategies for the business, the right EPM solution gives you the ability to drive accurate and agile plans, optimize the financial close, and focus on the innovation that distinguishes your business.

And, because EPM applications—such as budgeting, planning, and forecasting—are not part of the day-to-day operations, they make an ideal “first step” in your transformation to cloud.

“We looked at Oracle ERP and EPM Cloud as an opportunity to jump into some new technology without having to invest in the infrastructure and the personnel needs that are required to maintain a large, robust, on-premises system.”

Nathan Duda, CFO, Mechanics Bank
Do What You Do...But Better

For finance organizations to excel, they need world-class planning as well as financial close and reporting capabilities—all guided by proven best practices, and all accessible through the innovation and simplicity of a unified cloud experience.

Modern, cloud-based EPM helps you do everything you need to do—with a new confidence that the resulting data and insight are accurate, up-to-date, complete, and accessible.

Optimize the financial close

In today’s changing regulatory environment, you need to adapt quickly to new requirements and deliver faster, more-accurate insights to all stakeholders. Streamline the financial close, and report with confidence and insight.

Drive accurate and agile integrated plans

Say goodbye to disconnected spreadsheets, manual processes, and fragmented reports. Align planning across the enterprise, so that you can develop agile forecasts for all lines of business and respond faster and more effectively to change.

Satisfy all your reporting requirements

There’s no need for multiple reporting systems with the right EPM solution. No matter how many reporting standards you have to comply with, you can be sure that the data you provide in your reports is accurate, complete, and up-to-date.

Manage change with enterprise data management

Whether you’re migrating applications to the cloud, managing applications in a hybrid environment, or spearheading major business and financial transformation, an enterprise data management platform in the cloud helps ensure data accuracy and integrity with the alignment of your data and master data.

Leverage AI and machine learning

The first generation of EPM worked to replace spreadsheets and enable analysis. The next generation of EPM minimizes the analysis phase to enable faster decision-making with intelligent performance management.

---

Chapter 3: Next Generation EPM: The Capabilities of the Right Solution
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Choose your cliché.

A chain is only as strong as its weakest link. One bad apple spoils the whole bunch. Garbage in, garbage out.

As businesses grow and evolve (through mergers and acquisitions, departmental initiatives, or simply from legacy system proliferation), the number of data systems they have increases—as do the resulting information silos.

When the number of data sources grows, the organization’s manual change processes and integrations become brittle. Data consistency, data integrity, data quality, and data accuracy become suspect, and—ultimately—no one trusts the information and insight that ensues.

Managing the hierarchical master data for a business is essential to maintaining data integrity and critical to decision-making processes. With the right cloud-based enterprise data management system, you can gain:

- Data quality
- Policy compliance
- Repeatable business processes
- Cross-functional collaboration
- Change awareness

As you transform and modernize your business, be sure that your choice of a data management platform can flexibly maintain data integrity and build application alignment throughout the enterprise.
Now that you’ve sunsetted the spreadsheets, what’s next? What has EPM done for you lately?

Historically, EPM systems have focused on transitioning finance from spreadsheets to more robust solutions that let your team spend less time on low-value tasks (like data manipulation and reconciliations) and more time on high-value tasks (like analysis). But, even after you’ve made the move from spreadsheets, there’s still too much time between analysis and action, and most finance organizations feel that they don’t have enough time to engage with other departments.

Enter the new face of EPM—that incorporates innovations in technologies such as AI and machine learning.

Emerging technologies are closing this gap between analysis and action. These new capabilities help automate steps that can be done faster by a machine as compared to a human (such as pattern recognition) as well as find correlations in the data to provide insight that a human would have difficulty accomplishing within a reasonable amount of time.

This next generation of EPM moves from analysis to action much faster and with better insight than analysts could easily find on their own. As a result, finance organizations can spend more time in the high-value activities of engaging with operations.
EPM transcends the finance department and brings fact-based planning and informed decision-making to every area of your business—from sales and marketing to IT, HR, operations and beyond.

When competing at today’s speed of business, you want collaborative processes that connect the dots between operational and financial data—there’s no time for disconnected spreadsheets and manual processes.

You need a solution that easily brings together diverse data sources from across the organization, letting your team analyze and predict alternative scenarios without missing a beat. And—with the right vendor—you can even continue to use your existing legacy system in combination with your modern cloud solution.
Zero-based budgeting (ZBB) applications are becoming increasingly popular—not just for companies in industries focused on cost-cutting, but for any company, in any industry, that wants to understand what they are spending, and why.

ZBB helps answer questions about why the organization is spending—on a certain area, program, project, or any aspect of the business—so that the business can deploy resources and financial assets more strategically. ZBB relies heavily on what drives costs as well as the assumptions behind those drivers. It is a collaborative effort that uses bottom-up planning along with top-down targeting to achieve the desired results.

Instead of relying on historic spending data to forecast budgets, ZBB has all stakeholders start at zero and build budgets based solely on costs while justifying the need.

Unfortunately, for many organizations, the sheer volume of information involved in creating a budget starting at zero is simply too overwhelming to justify this approach.

Until now.

With the availability of modern, cloud-based EPM solutions, new technologies can now easily integrate and manage the huge amounts of data needed for ZBB and speed up processes. And, by providing centralized and standardized access to up-to-date operational data and collaborative workflows, these modern EPM solutions enable participation from stakeholders at all levels of the organization—enabling smarter investment decisions leading to profitable growth.

See how Kraft Heinz used zero-based budgeting in a cloud-based EPM system to improve their planning accuracy and significantly reduce IT management costs.
EPM Meets IT

Today’s CIOs are under pressure to perform an extreme balancing act between business innovation and operational excellence. On the one hand, IT leaders want to leverage innovation and technology to create new revenue streams and build better customer relationships. On the other hand, they are still responsible for “keeping the lights on” and maintaining day-to-day operations.

Oracle IT Financial Management Cloud lets you provide transparency for shared services, optimize IT investment decisions, and promote partnerships within the business so that IT can run and grow the business.

Learn more: Read the Oracle IT Financial Management Cloud solution brief.

EPM for Sales Planning

In today’s fast-paced sales environments, territories and scenarios are constantly changing. You must be able to respond quickly or risk losing revenue—which is why optimizing your sales planning processes is so important.

There’s a significant need to innovate and drive performance improvement within sales operations, but in many companies, corporate sales planning and forecasting is still being managed with disconnected spreadsheets.

Combining Oracle Planning Cloud for Sales Performance with your sales force automation applications can help remove risk by providing predictive forecasts with more accurate results. Extensive modeling capabilities ensure higher achievement of targets to make planning more accurate; rich analytics provide deeper insight for more informed decision-making.

Learn more: Download the Sales Planning Improves Sales Performance Management white paper.

Read the Report: Modern Sales Operational Planning Delivers Better Results.

Download the brief ➔

Download the white paper ➔

Read the report ➔

81% of companies identify sales-forecast inaccuracy as the primary cause of poor financial performance.
EPM for Strategic Workforce Planning

Corporate strategy is only as good as the organization’s ability to execute, so modern HR has taken on the responsibility of working with finance and lines of business (LOB) to make sure that the company has the workforce to deliver.

By aligning your HR strategy with corporate and LOB priorities, you can plan for having the right people with the right skills ready at the right time—and for the right price.

Looking for the sweet spot in your workforce planning? Download A New Era of Workforce Planning.

Download the white paper

Read more about finding the right workforce for the future. Download the Oracle whitepaper.


Download the white paper
Why Oracle Is Your Best Choice for EPM

Oracle’s modern EPM solutions meet the requirements that today’s finance groups require. Flexibility, lower costs, and better access for more contributors with collaboration and social features along with advanced, built-in analytics—it’s the whole package…and it’s all from Oracle.

“Oracle EPM Cloud met our needs because it was extremely flexible and it was really fast to implement. We were able to do the mapping and get the business rules to do exactly what we needed to evaluate profitability by business and profitability by product—and get that online within months.”

Andrew Boucher, VP, Financial Planning and Analysis, Western Alliance Bancorporation
“Where we used to have disparate suppliers for disparate systems, we’re really moving everything to the cloud and everything to Oracle.”

Dave Hagan, CEO, Boingo Wireless
"Where we used to have disparate suppliers for disparate systems, we're really moving everything to the cloud and everything to Oracle."

Dave Hagan, CEO, Boingo Wireless

Oracle Success Stories

Take a look at some of the ways Oracle customers have transformed their businesses with Oracle Planning in the cloud.

St John Ambulance Western Australia Halves Reporting Time with Oracle EPM Cloud

View the customer success story

Australian Finance Group Triples Innovation Capacity with Oracle Cloud

View the customer success story

Norwegian Nurses Organization Streamlines Budgeting Process with EPM Cloud

View the customer success story